Abstract-A fruitful approach for solving signal deconvolution problems consists of resorting to a frame-based convex variational formulation. In this context, parallel proximal algorithms and related alternating direction methods of multipliers have become popular optimization techniques to approximate iteratively the desired solution. Until now, in most of these methods, either Lipschitz differentiability properties or tight frame representations were assumed. In this paper, it is shown that it is possible to relax these assumptions by considering a class of non-necessarily tight frame representations, thus offering the possibility of addressing a broader class of signal restoration problems. In particular, it is possible to use non-necessarily maximally decimated filter banks with perfect reconstruction, which are common tools in digital signal processing. The proposed approach allows us to solve both frame analysis and frame synthesis problems for various noise distributions. In our simulations, it is applied to the deconvolution of data corrupted with Poisson noise or Laplacian noise by using (non-tight) discrete dual-tree wavelet representations and filter bank structures.
I. INTRODUCTION
Many works in signal/image processing are concerned with data restoration problems. For such problems, the original data y 2`2( ) is degraded by a stable convolutive operator T :`2( ) !`2( ) and by a non-necessarily additive noise. 1 The resulting observation model can be written as z = D (T y), where D denotes the noise effect and > 0 is some related parameter (for example, may represent the variance for Gaussian noise or the scaling parameter for Poisson noise). In this context, our objective is to recover a signal y 2`2( ), the closest possible to y, from the observation vector z assumed to belong to`2( ) and available prior information (sparsity, positivity, etc.). In early works, this problem was solved, mainly for Gaussian noise, by using Wiener filtering, or equivalently quadratic regularization techniques. Later, multiresolution analyses were used for denoising by applying a thresholding to the generated coefficients [2] . Then, in order to improve the denoising performance, redundant frame representations were substituted for wavelet bases [3] , [4] . In [5] - [8] , authors considered convex optimization techniques to jointly address the effects of a noise and of a linear degradation within a convex variational framework. When the noise is Gaussian, the forward-backward (FB) algorithm [5] (also known as thresholded Landweber algorithm when the regularization term is an`1-norm [6] - [8] ) and its extensions [9] , [10] Manuscript received May 18, 2011 ; accepted October 09, 2011. Date of publication October 26, 2011; date of current version January 13, 2012. The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Prof. Piotr Indyk. Part of this work appeared in the Proceedings of European Signal and Image Processing Conference (EUSIPCO), 2010 [1] . This work was supported by the Agence Nationale de la Recherche under Grant ANR-09-EMER-004-03.
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1`( ) denotes the space of discrete-time real-valued signals defined on having a finite energy.
can be employed in the context of wavelet basis decompositions and its use can be extended to arbitrary frame representations [11] . However, in the context of a non-additive noise such as a Poisson noise or a Laplace noise, FB algorithm is no longer applicable due to the non-Lipschitz differentiability of the data fidelity term. Other convex optimization algorithms must be employed such as the Douglas-Rachford (DR) algorithm [12] , the Parallel ProXimal Algorithm (PPXA) [13] or the Alternating Direction Method of Multipliers (ADMM) [14] , [15] . These algorithms belong to the class of proximal algorithms and, for tractability issues, they often require to use tight frame representation for which closed forms of the involved proximity operators can be derived [13] - [16] . The goal of this paper is to propose a way to relax the tight frame requirement by considering an appropriate class of frame representations.
In the following, we consider two general convex minimization problems, which are useful to solve frame-based restoration problems formulated under a Synthesis Form (SF) or an Analysis Form (AF). The SF can be expressed as [20] . In the proposed framework, both approaches have a similar complexity. This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the class of frames considered in this work is defined and their connections with filter bank structures is emphasized. In Section III, we show how these (non-necessarily tight) frames can be combined with parallel proximal algorithms in order to solve Problems (1) and (2) . The proposed approach is also applicable to related augmented Lagrangian approaches. Finally, restoration results are provided in Section IV for scenarios involving Poisson noise or Laplace noise by using dual-tree transforms (DTT) and filter bank representations.
Notation: Throughout this paper, 0 0 (H) designates the class of lower semicontinuous convex functions ' defined on a real Hilbert space H and taking their values in ] 01; +1], which are proper in the sense that their domain dom' = fu 2 Hj'(u) < +1g is nonempty. If ' 2 00(H) has a unique minimizer, it is denoted by arg min u2H '(u) .
The interior of a set C is denoted by intC.
II. FRAME REPRESENTATIONS

A. Definitions
Physical properties of the target signal y 2`2( ), such as sparsity or spatial regularity, may be suitably expressed in terms of its coefficients x = (x(k)) k2 2`2( ), where y = +1 k=01 x(k)e k and (e k ) k2 denotes a dictionary of signals in`2( 
The associated frame operator is the injective linear operator defined as 8y 2`2( ) F y = (hyje k i) k2 ; (4) the adjoint of which is the surjective linear operator given by
When F 01 = F 3 , an orthonormal basis is obtained. Further constructions as well as a detailed account of frame theory in Hilbert spaces can be found in [21] .
A tight frame is such that, for some 2]0;+1[, F 3 F = I, where I denotes the identity operator. In Condition (3), this means that = = .
A simple example of a tight frame is the union of orthonormal bases. Other examples of tight frames can be found in [22] - [24] .
B. A Class of Non-Necessarily Tight Frames
We consider a linear operator F which is basically obtained by cascading a non-necessarily maximally decimated filter bank and a semi-
with N 2 3 and Q 2 3 , is said to be semi-orthogonal if there exists
Recall that an analysis filter bank can be put under its polyphase form by performing a polyphase decomposition 5D followed by a real multi-input multi-output (MIMO) filtering V [25] :
• The polyphase decomposition 5 D is an operator from`2( ) to • The MIMO filter V is defined as 
The resulting frame is not necessarily tight. However, when ( 
The variables Q and D as defined before are thus equal to N and 1, respectively. The left invertibility condition here reduces to the fact that the frequency response jv1;1j 2 + 111 + jvN;1j 2 does not vanish. Note that, due to the presence of prefilters, the discrete DTT is not a tight frame in general. Furthermore, an extended class of DTTs can be obtained by using tight frame overcomplete representations (Ui ) 1iN
having the same frame constant U (e.g., redundant wavelet representations derived from orthogonal filters after appropriate renormalization), in which case U as defined by (9) is a semi-orthogonal transform. filter bank design can be found in [29] . Lapped transforms [30] can also be implemented with filter bank structures. As already mentioned, filter banks do not constitute tight frames in general. Note that if D = 1, a fully undecimated filter bank is obtained. 2 The notation v v v() corresponds to the transconjugate of v v v().
Tight frame representations have been widely used for data recovery by using convex optimization methods. In the next section, we recall some convex optimization tools and show the relevance of the considered class of frames in recent optimization approaches.
III. USE OF PARALLEL PROXIMAL ALGORITHMS
A number of algorithms such as the alternating split Bregman algorithm [31] , augmented Lagrangian techniques [14] and parallel proximal methods [32] have been recently proposed to address possibly nonsmooth convex optimization problems encountered in the solution of restoration problems. Here, we will focus on this specific class of algorithms which have proven to be useful for solving problems like (1) and (2) when a tight frame representation is employed. A common feature of the aforementioned algorithms is that they require a large-size linear system to be solved at each iteration. When non-tight frame representations are used, the computational cost of the associated inversion may become prohibitive. We will see however that for the class of frames introduced in Section II, this inversion can be performed in an efficient manner. This fact will be demonstrated by considering an extension of the Parallel ProXimal Algorithm (PPXA), hereafter designated as PPXA+. As shown in [32] , PPXA+ is closely related to the alternating direction method of multipliers and its parallel extensions [15] .
We recall that the proximity operator [33] 
It can be observed that when ' is the indicator function C of a nonempty closed convex subset C of H, i.e., it takes on the value 0 in C and +1 in H n C, prox reduces to the projector P C onto C. Other examples of proximity operators corresponding to potential functions of standard log-concave univariate probability densities have been listed in [5] , [11] , and [13] . The proximity operators employed in the experimental part of this paper, are recalled below. 
One of the difficulties in the resolution of problems like (1) or (2) is that they involve linear operators. Unfortunately, the proximity operator of the composition of a linear operator and a convex function takes a closed form expression only under restrictive assumptions as stated below:
Proposition III.3 [12] : Let G be a real Hilbert space, ' The convergence of the sequence (x`)`2 (respectively, (y`)`2 ) generated by Algorithm 1 (respectively, Algorithm 2) to an optimal solution of the related optimization problem is guaranteed under the following technical assumptions (see [32] for more details):
Assumption III.4: 8r 2 f1; . . . ; Rg) +1 =0 ka r;`k < +1 and (8s 2 f1; . . . ; Sg) +1 =0 kb s;`k < +1.
Note that quadratic minimizations need to be performed in the initialization step and in the computation of the intermediate variable c`at iteration`. These amount to inverting a large-size linear operator which is untractable for arbitrary frames. We will now show that the class of frame operators F introduced in Section II-B allows us to overcome this difficulty.
To do so, recall that the convolutive operators (Lr) 1rR can be put under a polyphase form [25] : Note that the idea of using the Woodbury matrix identity to handle the inversion for SF was proposed in [34] in the context of tight frames. The inversions in (15) (respectively, (16)) can be performed by noticing that, as (Wr) 1rR and V are multivariate filters with frequency responses 
Hence, by resorting to fast Fourier transform implementations, the problem reduces to the inversion of D 2 D matrices.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We apply the proposed optimization method to the restoration of images degraded by a blur and a Poisson (respectively, Laplace) noise. For simplicity sake, the proposed formulation has been presented in the 1-D case, but its 2-D extension is straightforward. The scaling factor of the Poisson (respectively, Laplace) noise is = 0:1 (respectively, = 10). The data fidelity term is related to the Poisson (respectively, Laplace) minus log-likelihood, which corresponds to the potential function ' defined by (12) (respectively, by Example III.1). In the considered examples, the regularization term simply is an`1-norm modeling the sparsity of y through a frame representation. Two different frames are considered: a (complex) dual-tree transform, presented in Section II-B-1), and an eigenfilter bank decomposition [35] , [36] , which is a special case of the subband structure presented in Section II-B-2). We constrain the data values to belong to [0, 255] , so defining a closed convex constraint set C. The considered SF (respectively, AF) problem is a particular case of Problem (1) [respectively, (2) ], where R = 2, S = 1, f 1 = ', f 2 = C , and g 1 = k 1 k 1 with > 0. The last function corresponds to the regularization term operating in the frame domain. In the considered problems, L 1 = T and L 2 = I. The proximity operators associated to f 1 , f 2 , and g 1 are derived from Example III.2, the projection onto C, and Example III.1. In our simulations, the parameter is empirically chosen to maximize the signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR). In general, the value of this parameter is not the same for FA and FS.
Note that an alternative to the proposed approach consists of resorting to primal-dual algorithms [37] - [41] . These algorithms are appealing as they do not require any operator inversion and they can thus be employed with arbitrary frames. However, after appropriate choices for the weights ( r ) 1rR , ( s ) 1sS , and the relaxation parameter `, the proposed approach appeared to be faster. For example, similar frequency domain implementations of the Monotone+Skew Forward Backward Forward (M+SFBF) algorithm [41] were observed to be about twenty times slower than the proposed method in term of iterations and computation time. Fig. 1 shows the restoration results for a cropped version of the "Barbara" image in the presence of Poisson noise and a uniform blur of size 5 2 5. We adopt a SF criterion and we consider a tight version (i.e., for every i 2 f1; . . . ; 4g, Vi;1 = I) as well as a non-tight version of complex DTT. The complex DTT [28] is computed using symlets of length 6 over three resolution levels. In order to efficiently perform the inversions in (15) and (16), fast discrete Fourier diagonalization techniques have been employed. The use of the non-tight complex DTT including prefilters allows us to improve the quality of the results both visually and in terms of SNR and SSIM [42] . Fig. 2 
